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The brutal cries of the Mullah regime won't end.
Freedom For Iran 

Hamburg , 20.12.2023, 16:30 Time

USPA NEWS - In a highly developed country, individuals may not fully appreciate the blessings of a good government and political
order. However, for those living in deprived countries lacking democracy and political stability, their duty is to consider the plight of less
fortunate nations.

Perhaps many individuals in highly modern and orderly societies are unaware of the significant blessing they have in a well-organized
government that upholds political order and democracy excellently.
And each person, busy with their own affairs, may not realize what a significant blessing they have. Today, we want to discuss a
deprived country with a discredited government, featuring the worst type of dictatorship where brutal individuals lead the government.
The most knowledgeable and scholarly individuals have no position in the political system. There are no genuine political parties, no
allowance for dissent, making it one of the richest countries globally.

Its people inhabit regions from the Persian Gulf in the south to the Caspian Sea in the north. The country boasts a major city with
excellent conditions and four seasons. In winter, you can travel to the south in less than 2 hours by air and experience summer
weather! Also, in summer, you can travel from the south to the northwest of the country and experience winter. In this country, visit
some of the oldest churches globally and witness a personal mausoleum. The charter of this individual remains under the United
Nations, and his history is entwined with Israel, mentioned in the holy book. Think by now you've figured out which country we are
talking about? (Iran)

Unfortunately, we are in the days of the Iranian regime! The corrupt regime in Iran easily engages in theft, effortlessly takes lives,
executes people with ease, suppresses women without hesitation, supports terrorist groups like Hamas and the brutal Houthis in
Yemen, effortlessly spreads lies, distorts history, oppresses a very good country with excellent people, and easily distances itself from
Iran's rich culture and high civilization.

Violation of human rights by Ali Khamenei, who is a prominent terrorist with a blatantly ruthless ideology, is evident. The dictatorial
regime under Ali Khamenei opposes any form of dissent. He has a penchant for senseless killing of innocent people and sees himself
as a ruler, not a political leader. He claims to be a representative of God, not a true Muslim. Ali Khamenei is an extremely self-
centered, ruthless, and terrifying individual. It would be in the best interest of human societies to swiftly eliminate the corrupt regime led
by Ali Khamenei through any means necessary. Bringing him down from the pinnacle of power in one of the wealthiest countries in the
world and enforcing justice upon him would make the world safer and open up the people of Iran to the global community, friendship,
and progress.

The sacred country of Israel has a history that clearly indicates its existence for the Israelites since the time of Cyrus the Great,
approximately 500 years before the advent of Jesus Christ. Certainly, in the absence of the oppressive regime of Ali Khamenei, the
historical relations between the people of Iran and Israel, both endowed with rich and admirable cultures, would be rekindled. The
people of both countries, peace-loving and knowledgeable, would create conditions for everyone in the Middle East to live together,
ensuring security for all. With the richness of these cultures and the great history and civilization in both Iran and Israel, peace and
security would prevail in the Middle East once Ali Khamenei and his regime fall.

The Middle East has been engulfed in inexplicable and incomprehensible conflicts for a very long time. Why? Because Ali Khamenei is
an unusual individual who is not normal. He understands nothing about peace, nothing about politics, and he only fantasizes about
unacceptable ideologies. He has only learned to create terrorist groups. Every incident in the Middle East involves the destructive
actions of these terrorist groups, led by Ali Khamenei.

From the behavior of the people of Iraq, Syria, Yemen, the people of Gaza in Israel, and all those who have no connection with the
terrorist groups of Ali Khamenei, including the brave people of Iran who oppose the main regime of Ali Khamenei and the disorder in
the Middle East, it becomes clear that without the regime of Ali Khamenei, everyone in the world would experience greater security.



All evidence points to the incompetence of the Islamic Republic regime. However, what should be done for this regime to collapse? 

Answering this question is challenging, but there are existing solutions; the best one is a complete boycott of the regime, meaning
having no financial relationship with the Khamenei regime. For a while, no airplane should use Iranian airspace, which would force
them to pay the regime. No international company should trade with the Iranian regime. All foreign bank accounts should be frozen,
particularly those belonging to Khamenei himself and his sons, who are among the major criminals in history. Additionally, closing all
Iranian embassies and consulates in G7 countries, designating the IRCG as a terrorist organization in all G7 countries, and having no
financial transactions and no negotiations, while providing maximum support to the Iranian people—for example, facilitating satellite
internet, raising awareness, ensuring freedom of assembly, and negotiating with the government under the protection of Reza Pahlavi,
the late Shah's son

will lead to the rapid and significant collapse of the Iranian regime, paving the way for a democratic government. This option is highly
suitable for the entire world, but it requires serious and comprehensive boycotts, with no alternative provided for the Iranian regime to
bypass the sanctions and boycotts.

Currently, the Iranian regime is in a unique situation conducive to its downfall. One of the best nests of this political cancer in the
Middle East, Hamas, has been eliminated, and support from modern countries is needed to destroy terrorist groups backed by
Khamenei, which create insecurity. These include the Houthis in Yemen, Hezbollah, the Popular Mobilization Forces, and the
Fatemiyoun Brigade.

First, all these cancerous nests need to be destroyed to reach the cancer itself, represented by Ali Khamenei.

However, is it possible to do so without a military attack on Iran? Yes, it is possible if the people of Iran believe that other governments
have halted all financial and political transactions and negotiations with the Khamenei terrorist regime and closed all consulates. The
extraordinary people of Iran, with their high knowledge and awareness, may believe, with a very high probability, that people, who
proved their extraordinary capabilities through the unforgettable and beautiful historical slogan "Women Life Freedom," are extremely
cultured, aware, enlightened, and peace-loving. However, why did the protests in Iran subside?

The reason is clear; maximum support for the people was not provided. The people of Iran are still being suppressed. Every day,
young men and women are executed on various pretexts, knowing that if they return to the streets without adequate international
support, they will face further oppression. The people of Iran detest any form of violence and are looking for the best and most
peaceful way to protest. They know that, even in the best-case scenario of peaceful protests, the regime will still oppress them. The
Iranian people are against any form of violence and wish to avoid hatred.

It is hopeful that Iran is on the path to significant transformation. Predicting exactly how this transformation will unfold and how the
extremist and failed Islamic regime in Iran will fall is challenging. However, one can optimistically say that with increased support from
the people of Iran, we may witness a more secure global environment and a peaceful Middle East.

Peace for everyone 

With substantial support from the people of Iran, it is possible to envision a world where individuals of all beliefs and religions can
coexist peacefully and contribute to progress. The toughest paths, such as forced emigration and the crisis of refugees in modern
countries, can be eliminated by building, living, and progressing in their own countries.

People in Iran, Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and even Ukraine, among many other countries, would experience a unique tranquility without the
presence of the Khamenei regime. The absence of this regime would allow them to pursue prosperity, and their unique peace would
be restored.
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